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Abstract
For robots to succeed in complex missions, they must be reliable in the face of subsystem fail-

ures and environmental challenges. In this paper, we focus on autonomous underwater vehicle

(AUV) autonomy as it pertains to self-perception and health monitoring, and we argue that auto-

matic classification of state-sensor data represents an important enabling capability.We apply an

online Bayesian nonparametric topicmodeling technique toAUV sensor data in order to automat-

ically characterize its performancepatterns, thendemonstrate how in combinationwith operator-

supplied semantic labels these patterns can be used for fault detection and diagnosis by means of

a nearest-neighbor classifier. The method is evaluated using data collected by the Monterey Bay

Aquarium Research Institute's Tethys long-range AUV in three separate field deployments. Our

results show that the proposed method is able to accurately identify and characterize patterns

that correspond to various states of the AUV, and classify faults at a high rate of correct detection

with a very low false detection rate.
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1 INTRODUCTION

As the capabilities of autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs)

improve, the tasks they perform become more complex and require

longer endurance and higher reliability. Current generation AUVs are

limited in their ability todiagnose faults1 inhardware/software compo-

nents and detect unforeseen events, such as unexpected interactions

with the surrounding environment. In principle, AUVs equipped with

the ability to diagnose faults and reason aboutmitigation actions could

improve their survivability and increase the value of individual deploy-

ments by replanning their mission in response to faults.1 However,

in practice system-level fault protection architectures implemented

onboardmost AUVs employ a rule-based emergency abort system that

is triggered by specific events, such as critical subsystems becoming

unresponsive, or the vehicle exceeding its maximum depth limit. This

approach is expedient, but since the developers rarely have complete

knowledge of the vehicle's state and context, it is error-prone and gen-

eralizes poorly to the unexpected.

The long-term goal of our project is to give the vehicle the ability

to mitigate problems autonomously by developing an onboard fault
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protection system that responds automatically to a wide range of

performance anomalies, including the unexpected. Here, we focus on

fault detection and diagnosis, and we argue that many of the limita-

tions mentioned above can be alleviated by adopting a data-driven

approach: (1) user-specified conditions and thresholds that define

operational normality are replacedbygeneral characteristics of classes

that are inferred from data, and (2) faults are automatically identified

as distinct classes.

Data-driven modeling techniques are increasingly prevalent in the

domain of autonomous mobile robots. This domain presents funda-

mental modeling challenges due to its open-ended nature—the envi-

ronments in which autonomous robots operate and often the systems

themselves change over time, and these changes introduce new oper-

ational modes and failures. Existing data-driven fault detection meth-

ods seem too rigid in this regard; in particular, methods that rely on

annotated datasets and are incapable of growing structurally as more

data becomeavailable are incompatiblewith practical AUVoperations,

where the possibility of observing new performance modes must be

considered. Hence, there is a need for automatedmodeling techniques

that are not only capable of characterizing the system's performance
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patterns accurately, but that can also adapt their complexity to incor-

porate new nominal and fault modes as they emerge.

In this paper, we extend the application of an online Bayesian

nonparametric2 (BNP) topic modeling technique based on Latent

Dirichlet allocation (LDA2,3) to the problem of fault diagnosis in AUV

vertical plane flight. BNP topic models have been shown to be effec-

tive in identifying patterns in unstructured datasets and building mod-

els whose structure grows and adapts to data.4 These models do

not require prior annotation or labeling of the dataset—the patterns

emerge from the natural structure of the data.

Our proposed approach is to use the BNP technique to build a

model of the vehicle's performance, including faults, directly from

training datasets gathered in previous AUV operations, and then use

this model for online fault detection and diagnosis by means of a

nearest-neighbor classifier based on the Kullback-Leibler (KL) diver-

gence measure.5 The principal features of the method are that it

accepts data from multiple domains, it does not require prior labeling

of thedataset, and it automatically infers thenumberof classespresent

in the data. Moreover, the method allows the complexity of the model

to continue and grow as more data accumulate, making the incorpora-

tion of newmodes of operation straightforward. Although it is demon-

strated by an AUV in the paper, themethod applies to any autonomous

vehicle. Our results suggest that the proposed framework is capable

of automatically extracting meaningful performance patterns directly

from AUV field data with no a priori knowledge and that distinct pat-

terns relate to the various control policies executed onboard the AUV

as well as to particular fault modes.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes relatedwork.

In Section III we introduce the topic modeling framework and its adap-

tation for modeling AUV sensor data, andwe present our approach for

fault detection and diagnosis based on the topic model's outputs. In

Section IV we apply the method to state-sensor data collected by the

Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute's Tethys-class long-range

AUV (LRAUV), and we demonstrate its ability to classify distinct per-

formance patterns and diagnose faulty states. We summarize and dis-

cuss our results in Section V, andwe conclude in Section VI.

2 RELATED WORK

Existing work on fault detection and diagnosis for underwater robotic

systems can be divided into three main approaches: (1) rule-based,

(2) model-based, and (3) data-driven.

2.1 Rule-based

As mentioned above, automatic fault diagnosis has traditionally been

performed using rule-based systems that target precise signatures

(e.g., using thresholds) to identify the symptoms of a fault. Although

rule-based systemsare intuitive andeasy to implement, their detection

capabilities are limited to previously encountered faults and potential

contingencies anticipated by developers—if a new fault that endangers

the vehicle is observed during operations, additional rules will often be

added. This results in a fault protection system that is complex and dif-

ficult to maintain, lacks flexibility, and relies on the quality and com-

pleteness of expert knowledge.

2.2 Model-based

Model-based diagnosis has been successfully applied in a number of

domains.6 These methods are generally based on linear approxima-

tions of the system's dynamics, and they require models to be built

for both nominal and faulty states; diagnosis proceeds by comparing

model output with observed behavior and using various techniques

to explain any discrepancies. A survey of fault-detection strategies

using onboard unmanned underwater vehicles has been presented

by Antonelli.7 Many of these strategies are model-based but tend to

be restricted to subsystems, e.g., the thrusters.8 Another approach is

consistency-based diagnosis,9 which has led to the development of

Livingstone,5,10 a widely deployed system-level diagnosis engine.11–13

A limitation of Livingstone is that it does not support numeric rep-

resentations of variables. One way to overcome this is to use parti-

cle filters.14,15 Although model-based approaches produce powerful

tools to detect and identify faults, their design relies heavily on expert

knowledge and therefore requires significant resources to develop and

implement onboard complex systems.

2.3 Data-driven

Data-driven approaches leverage statistical methods to identify pat-

terns in data generated by the system and use them to classify nom-

inal and faulty states.16 An important dichotomy in data-driven fault

detection distinguishes between supervised and unsupervised learning

methods. In the supervised approach, a classifier is trained using anno-

tated data containing both nominal and faulty conditions, and is then

used to diagnose faults in data that have not yet been labeled. In the

unsupervised approach, the data are not labeled or only include exam-

ples of nominal performance, and the broad goal is to find patterns and

structure within the data and classify them into groups (clusters).

Data-driven techniques for fault detection and diagnosis in AUVs

constitute a broad field of research and include implementations

of artificial neural networks (ANNs),4,15,17 support vector machines

(SVMs),10,11 and Bayesian belief networks (BBNs).13,18 Nearly all of

these implementations use supervised techniques and make a strong

assumption that annotated data containing all fault types are available

for training. However, in practice such data are typically absent and

very expensive to produce.

In this paper, we have chosen to focus on the use of unsupervised

learning algorithms that impose as few a priori assumptions about the

data as possible. The framework presented here is based on latent

Dirichlet allocation (LDA),2 a probabilistic topic model used to dis-

cover patterns in an unstructured collection of discrete data. Although

LDAwas originally developed for semantic analysis of text documents,

it has since been applied in the domain of robotics to model con-

text in a humanoid robot,19 for activity analysis,8 and autonomous

exploration.20

Following Blei, Griffiths, Jordan, & Tenenbaum,21 we use a BNP

extension to LDA to enable the topic model to automatically adapt

its complexity and infer the number of groups, or clusters, present
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F IGURE 1 Overviewofourproposed technique for fault detectionusingprobabilistic topicmodels. Training (offline): givena collectionof training
datasets containing observations of state-sensor data, we process the data to extract discrete features (state-words) and group them in temporal
neighborhoods (see Section 3.2). We apply the BNP topic modeling algorithm to learn the AUV's performance patterns (topics; Section 3.3) and
compute estimates of the model's uncertainty to identify anomalous observations (Section 3.4). Finally, we inspect the trained model and ascribe
semanticmeaning to the topics (Section 3.5).Monitoring (online): given new incoming observations, we extract state-words and group them in tem-
poral neighborhoods.We compute the similarity between each temporal neighborhood and the topics learned from the training datasets using KL,
andwe classify the temporal neighborhoods using the semantic labels associatedwith themost similar topic (i.e., the nearest-neighbor; Section 3.6)

in a dataset. We have chosen to use this method over other algo-

rithms that can infer the number of clusters from the data, such as

spectral clustering22 and affinity propagation,14 mainly because it is

a fully Bayesian generative probabilistic model. As such, the method

offers an inherent uncertainty criterion for estimating the clustering

quality of the model and its ability to generalize to unseen data. Fur-

thermore, similar BNPmethods have been shown to producemeaning-

ful resultswhenused for automatic classification of seafloor imagery17

and chemical sensor data23 collected by AUVs. Of particular rele-

vance to this study is the work by Girdhar et al.,3 which introduced an

online variant of BNP-LDA, for automatic scene characterization and

anomaly detection in image and video data collected in unstructured

underwater environments.

3 APPROACH

In this section, we introduce the BNP topic modeling framework and

its adaptation for modeling AUV sensor data, and we present our

approach for online fault detection and diagnosis. An overview of the

proposed framework is shown in Figure 1. As shown, the approach is

divided in two stages: (1) training, where we apply the BNP topic mod-

eling technique to AUV sensor data gathered in previous operations in

order to build amodel of the vehicle's performance, and (2)monitoring,

where we use the learned model for online fault detection and diag-

nosis by means of a nearest-neighbor classifier based on the KL diver-

gencemeasure.

3.1 Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA)

LDA2 is a generative mixed-membership model originally used for

semantic analysis of text corpora. The basic assumptionmade in LDA is

that each group of observations (documents) is generated from a ran-

dommixture of latent components (topics)—each topic is a distribution

over the collection's vocabulary. Formally, given a collection of D doc-

uments composed from a vocabulary V, the LDA generative process is

as follows:
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1. For each topic k = 1,… , K:

a. 𝜙k ∼ Dirichlet(𝛽).

2. For each document d ∈ D:

a. 𝜃d ∼ Dirichlet(𝛼).

b. For eachwordwi ∈ d:

I zi ∼ Discrete(𝜃d),

II wi ∼ Discrete(𝜙zi ),

where x ∼ Y indicates that random variable x is sampled from dis-

tribution Y, and 𝛼 and 𝛽 are the hyperparameters for the Dirichlet pri-

ors from which the discrete distributions are sampled. Each word wi

is a discrete element from a fixed vocabulary indexed by {1,… , V},
while each zi represents the topic responsible for generating the word

instance wi, and it is indexed by {1,… , K}. Each 𝜃d is a document-

specific distribution over topics (it can be seen as a low-dimensional

representation of the dth document), and 𝜙k specifies the distribution

of the kth topic over the vocabulary words.

The LDA generative process results in the joint probability distribu-

tion:

P (w, z, 𝜃,𝜙|𝛼, 𝛽) = P (𝜙|𝛽)P (𝜃|𝛼)P (z|𝜃)P (
w|𝜙z

)
, (1)

where thevariables z, 𝜃,and𝜙areunknown (latent). To learn them, LDA

reverses the generative process by expressing the conditional poste-

rior distribution of the latent variables given the observed data:

P (z, 𝜃,𝜙|w, 𝛼, 𝛽) = P (𝜃,𝜙, z,w|𝛼, 𝛽)
P (w|𝛼,𝛽)

. (2)

Approximate inference techniques such as variational inference2 or

collapsed Gibbs sampling12 are then used to resolve the posterior.

3.2 Data preprocessing

Extending the topic modeling framework to AUV sensor data requires

that the general idea of a textual word be replaced by discrete features

we refer to as state-words. To generate a vocabulary of state-words, we

discretize each of theN signals, S ={sn}Nn=1, used to describe the AUV's

state into mn nonoverlapping bins,3 and we concatenate them into a

vocabulary of size V =
∑N

n=1mn. To extract state-words from a given

signal sn , wemap each element of sn to its closest corresponding state-

word in the vocabulary (Fig. 2). When no measurement is available for

a given sensor (missing data), no word is generated. This process can

be viewed as a transformation of a time-series made of heterogeneous

data (e.g., numeric, Boolean, or text) to a common domain space.

3.3 Online Bayesian nonparametric topic modeling

Observations made by robotic systems are generally continuous in

nature, and so the descriptors used to compute the topic labels must

account for temporal dependencies that may exist between the data.

Following Girdhar et al.,3,20 we address this issue by generalizing the

ideaof a document to a temporal cell and computing the topic labels for

a state-word within a cell in the context of its neighboring cells. Given

a sequence of observations of the AUV's state, we extract state-words

F IGURE 2 An illustration of the state-word extraction process. (a)
Each signal (s) used to describe the AUV's state is discretized using m
nonoverlapping bins. (b) The bins are concatenated into a vocabulary
of size V. (c) Each discretized element of s is mapped to its closest cor-
responding state-word in the vocabulary, and the word count is incre-
mented

w, each with a corresponding time-step t. Similar to Girdhar et al.,3 we

model the likelihood of the observed data in terms of the latent topic

label variables z, which denote the underlying state of the vehicle:

P (w|t) = ∑
k∈Kactive

P (w|z = k)P (z = k|t). (3)

Here the distribution over vocabulary words 𝜙k ≡ P(w|z = k)mod-

els the appearance of the topic k, as it is shared across all temporal

coordinates. The secondpart of theequation 𝜃t ≡ P(z = k|t)models the

distribution of the topic labels within the temporal neighborhood of

time-step t.

We make no a priori assumptions about the number of latent top-

ics. Instead, we adopt a BNP approach and assume that there is an

infinite number of them, but only a finite number is needed to explain

the observed data. We use a method similar to the Chinese Restau-

rant Process (CRP22) to learn the active4 topic labels Kactive directly

from the data and specify a CRP prior 𝛾 over the infinite groupings to

control the growth of the number of labels so as to favor the lowest

number that can adequately explain the data.3,21 The algorithm mod-

els whether an observation is best explained by an existing topic or by

a new, previously unseen topic, thus allowing the model to grow auto-

matically with the size and complexity of the data.

Finally, we use the online collapsed Gibbs sampler proposed by

Girdhar and Dudek,20 which divides computational resources equally

between computing the posterior topic distribution of recent observa-

tions and updating topic labels for older ones. Consequently, the algo-

rithm works to maintain the model at a nearly converged state at any

given time.
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3.4 Uncertainty estimation and novelty detection

During the training phase, we monitor the uncertainty in the topic

model's predictions by computing the per-word perplexity score for

each time-step. The per-word perplexity score for a set of state-words

observed at a time-step t is defined as

perplexity (t) = exp
⎛⎜⎜⎝
−
∑Wt

i
log P

(
wi|t)

Wt

⎞⎟⎟⎠
, (4)

whereWt is the number of state-words in time-step t, wi refers to the

ith state-word, and the term P(𝜔i|t) is computed using Eq. (3). Obser-

vations that contain prevalent state-words that have been associated

by the model with a topic in previous observations (i.e., “learned”) pro-

duce a low perplexity score, whereas observations that contain rare or

previously unobserved state-words that are poorly representedwithin

the model produce a high perplexity score. Thus, we use the perplex-

ity score not only to measure convergence and the overall quality of

the topic model, but also to identify novel or anomalous information to

which the topic model was not previously exposed.

3.5 Semantic labeling of topics

Topics derived from a sequence of observations of theAUV's state rep-

resent the latent processes that are responsible for generating those

states. As such, these topics should correspond to the control poli-

cies or behaviors that are executed onboard the AUV, and capture the

dynamic relationship between these control policies and the AUV's

performance. In this respect, the topic modeling framework can be

used to generate amodel of theAUV's performancedirectly from train-

ing data.

We apply the BNP topic modeling algorithm to a collection of train-

ing datasets to learn the performance patterns that correspond to

nominal statesof theAUV, aswell as to specific faults.Once the training

process is complete, we analyze the trained topic-model and ascribe

semanticmeaning to eachof the learned topics. This is a necessary step

that allows us to use the trained topic-model for classification. The cor-

respondence between a learned topic and a class (e.g., a control pol-

icy or a fault) can be determined qualitatively, or quantitatively if the

dataset is annotated. We provide a mathematically rigorous method

for evaluating the correspondence between a topic and a class for the

latter case.

Given a series of operator-supplied class labels corresponding to

each time-step, we compute the marginal probability distribution that

defines the topic label proportions for that class:

P (z = k|class) = ∑
t∈Tclass

P (z = k|t)
||tclass|| , (5)

where Tclass is the index of all time steps belonging to that class, and

P(z = k|t) is the topic label distribution of each time step t.We then use

Bayes’ rule to reverse P(z = k|class), and we compute the conditional

probability

P (class|z = k) = P (z = k|class)P (class)
P (z = k)

, (6)

which defines the probability of the class given the topic label. We

define P(class) to be |Tclass|∕|T|, where T is the total number of time

steps, andwe calculate P(z = k) using Eq. (5) and substituting Tclass with
T.

3.6 Online fault detection and diagnosis

We hypothesize that a topic model trained on previously observed

examples of nominal performance and faults can be used to compute a

robust estimate of the vehicle's state in new, previously unseen obser-

vations. Given a trained and semantically labeled topic-model Φ, we
monitor the health of the system online by measuring the similar-

ity between the learned topic distributions 𝜙k ∈ Φ and the distribu-

tion of state-words extracted from each incoming observation over

the defined vocabulary V. If a distribution of state-words from a given

observation is most similar to a topic 𝜙k that corresponds to a faulty

state, then a fault is identified.

We use the symmetrized Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence to mea-

sure the similarity between two distributions p and q:

KL (p, q) = 1
2

[
D (p, q) + D (q, p)

]
, (7)

where

D (P,Q) =
V∑
i=1

Pilog2
Pi
Qi

. (8)

The most relevant topic is the one that minimizes KL (i.e., the

nearest-neighbor). A similar approachhas also beenused in other stud-

ies for facial recognition,18 audio classification of bird species,2 and

event recognition in video.23

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We conducted experiments using the Monterey Bay Aquarium

Research Institute's Tethys-class LRAUVs (Fig. 3).1,6 Three datasets

were collected separately in2013, 2015, and2016. The2013and2015

datasets include examples of nominal performance of the LRAUV as

well as failures (critical faults) of the vehicle'smass-shifting system that

caused the vehicle to collide with the seabed. The 2016 dataset was

chosen because it includes examples of nominal performance of the

LRAUV in various states and a new control policy.

Evaluation was done in two steps: first, we used the 2013 data as

a training set for the topic-model. We evaluated the model's perfor-

mance during the training phase using the perplexity measure [Eq. (4)],

and we evaluated the correspondence between the output topics and

the executed control policies and faults using our proposed method

for topic labeling [Eqs. (5) and (6)]. Then, we used the 2015 and 2016

datasets as test sets to evaluate the classification performance of the

trained topic-model on unseen data.Weused the 2015 test set to eval-

uate the method's ability to accurately classify a fault, and the 2016

test set to evaluate classification accuracy on a fault-free control.

Table 1 lists the state-sensor signals and data-products that were

used as inputs to themodel.
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F IGURE 3 The Tethys LRAUV is 2.3m long and0.3m in diameter. The
vehicle is controlled by a propeller, a traditional elevator and rudder
control surfaces, a variable buoyancy system (VBS), and an actuated
mass-shifter

4.1 Training dataset

We post processed state-sensor data and onboard data-products that

were collected by the LRAUV during a scientific field campaign in

Monterey Bay, California, between September 9 and 14, 2013. Dur-

ing the initial part of the deployment, the vehicle correctly executed a

series of vertical profiles using four control policies [Fig. 4(a)]: Float-on-

surface (purple), Pitch (yo-yo trajectory; blue), Surface (ascend to sur-

face; orange), and Depth (hover at depth; green). At 22:22 UTC, as the

vehicle was descending on a yo-yo dive, a rupture of the mass-shifter

lead-screw caused the battery-mass to shift all the way forward. As

a result, the AUV, now extremely nose-heavy, was unable to correct

its downward attitude and collided with the bottom. At 23:15 UTC,

the vehicle's software9 identified the problem as a “failure to ascend”

fault and triggered the AUV's safety behaviors. However, these actions

failed to bring the vehicle to the surface, and so the LRAUV remained

on the bottom for 27 h and was eventually located on the beach near

Rio DelMar, California, 8 km away from its last reported position.

We processed this dataset using the BNP topic modeling frame-

work: we extracted state-words (V = 356) from the dataset,

which included 62,920 observations, and we ran the algorithm to

compute topic distributions for each time step. We determined

the value of the hyperparameters by running the model with a

range of choices 𝛼 ∈ {0.01,0.1,1,5}, 𝛽 ∈ {0.01,0.1,1,5}, and

𝛾 ∈ {1e − 6,1e − 5,1e − 4}, and we selected the combination that

minimized the average perplexity score [Eq. (4)]. After the model was

trained, we evaluated the correspondence between the learned topics

and the control policies [Eqs. (5) and (6)] using a time-series of the

control policies that were logged onboard the LRAUV [line color in

Fig. 4(a)], and we evaluated the topics’ correspondence with the fault

using an operator-labeled fault record of the deployment [red shading

in Fig. 4(a)].

We achieved the best model performance with 𝛼 = 0.1, 𝛽 = 5,

and 𝛾 =1e − 5 as the Dirichlet and CRP hyperparameters. Figure 4(b)

shows the distribution of topic labels for each time step (𝜃t) and illus-

trates how topics change over time within the model; the height of

eachband reflects the topic proportionP(z = k|t).We find that the exe-

cuted control policies are consistently aligned with distinct topics, and

that unique topics are assigned to the deployment segmentswhere the

AUV has bottomed (topics 7 and 8).

Figure 4(c) shows the perplexity scores computed for each time

step [Eq. (4)]. As shown, most observations are represented by the

model with high certainty (low perplexity) reflecting good overall con-

vergence of the topic-model. The highest perplexity scoring, exclud-

ing the initial “burn-in” period, coincides with the bottoming incident

(22:22 UTC) and reflects the model's exposure to the new faulty state.

In the time-steps that follow the fault, the perplexity score tapers off

TABLE 1 AUV state-sensor signals and data products

Numerical Boolean

Signal Range* Comment Signal Comment

Depth rate (m/s) (− 2, 2) Dropweight dropped

Surge velocity (m/s) (− 3, 3) Buoyancy full

Heave velocity (m/s) (− 1, 1) Surface depth Depth= 0m

Roll angle (deg) (− 90, 90) Stop envelope Safetymetric

Pitch angle (deg) (− 90, 90) YoYo envelope Safetymetric

Roll rate (deg/s) (− 2, 2) Going to surface Safetymetric

Pitch rate (deg/s) (− 2, 2)

Stern plane angle (deg) (− 15, 15)

Rudder plane angle (deg) (− 15, 15)

Thruster power (W) (0, 35)

ΔMass position (mm) (− 25, 25) From default pos.

ΔBuoyancy position (ml) (− 400, 400) From neutral pos.

ΔPitch angle (deg) (− 50, 50) From commanded

ΔDepth (m) (0, 225) From commanded

*Quantization interval centers are N equally spaced values between (a, b), where N= 25 for all numerical signals.
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F IGURE 4 (a) Time series of vehicle depth (2013 dataset); line color indicates the executed control policy and the red shaded background indi-
cates the bottoming fault. The LRAUV system identified the “failure to ascend” fault approximately 50 min after the vehicle had bottomed (red
triangle). (b) A stacked plot showing the distribution of topic labels for each time step t, computed using the BNP topic model. The learned topics
exactly match the various control policies, and unique topics are assigned to the deployment segments where the AUV has bottomed (topics 7 and
8). (c) Time series of per-word perplexity scores. The highest perplexity scoring coincides with the bottoming fault (22:22 UTC) and reflects the
model's exposure to the new fault

as the model “learns” the new performance patterns that are associ-

ated with the bottoming fault. Other high perplexity events (spikes)

observed during the deployment segments where the AUV performed

nominally are associated with the yo-yo transition phases (topic 3) and

surfacing events (topic 5) of which there are relatively few examples

throughout the dataset.

Figure 5 presents a simplified two-dimensional view of the topic

model. We encode the topics as circles, with areas proportional to the

relative prevalence of each topic, P(z = k). The distances between the
circles reflect the intertopic differences computed using the KL simi-

larity measure [Eq. (7)], subject to principal component analysis (PCA)

dimensionality reduction.19

In Figure 5(a), the pie-chart slices in each circle reflect the rel-

ative probability of each control policy P(control policy|z=k), com-

puted using Eq. (6). Topics 4 and 6 correspond to the Depth

and Float-on-surface control policies (respectively) with high prob-

ability. Topic 5 mostly corresponds to the Surface control policy.

Topics 1, 2, and 3 correspond to the Pitch control policy, which com-

mands the LRAUV while profiling the water column. A closer exam-

ination of the time-series revealed that these topics, in fact, corre-

spond to the downward, upward, and transition phases of the yo-yo

trajectory.

In Figure 5(b), the pie-chart slices reflect the relative prob-

ability of the AUV's health P(health state|z=k). Topics 1–6

correspond to nominal performance of the LRAUV. Topics 7 and

8 correspond to the fault, and essentially characterize the underlying

performance patterns that correspond to the AUV's state during

the bottoming incident. The transition from topic 7 to topic 8 being

most dominant [Fig. 4(b)] coincides with the detection of the fault

by the AUV's system [23:15 UTC; red triangle in Fig. 4(a)], which
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F IGURE 5 2D representation of the topic model. The areas of the circles are proportional to the relative prevalence of each topic, P(z = k).
The locations of the circles and the distances between them reflect how similar topics are to one another. Similarities are calculated using the KL
similarity measure [Eq. (7)] and reduced to 2D using PCA. The PCA recomposition to 2D preserved 97% of the variance. (a) The pie-chart slices in
each circle are proportional to the relative probability of the control policies, P(control policy|z=k), computed using the proposedmethod for topic
labeling [Eqs. (5) and (6)]. In (b) the pie-chart slices are proportional to the relative probability of the AUV's health, P(health state|z=k). Topics 7 and
8 are associated with the bottoming fault with high probability

TABLE 2 Semantic labeling of topics. The semantic labels assigned
to each topic are shown in bold text

P(health state|topic) P(control policy|topic)

Nominal Fault Float on sur. Pitch Surface Depth

Topic 1 0.97 0.03 0.02 0.95 0.03 0.01

Topic 2 0.97 0.03 0.01 0.96 0.02 0.01

Topic 3 0.90 0.10 0.05 0.86 0.07 0.02

Topic 4 0.95 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.87

Topic 5 0.87 0.13 0.09 0.13 0.54 0.24

Topic 6 0.98 0.02 0.93 0.02 0.01 0.03

Topic 7 0.05 0.95 0.02 0.93 0.04 0.01

Topic 8 0.07 0.93 0.06 0.05 0.89 0.00

terminated the mission (Pitch) and triggered the LRAUV's safety

behaviors (Surface).

Table 2 summarizes the computed conditional probabilities,

P(control policy|z=k) and P(health state|z=k), and shows the semantic

labels assigned to each topic.

4.2 Test datasets

The first test dataset was collected by LRAUV along the coast of Año

Nuevo, California, between September 15 and 16, 2015. Similar to the

2013 dataset, the test set contained a fault in the mass-shifting sys-

tem that caused the LRAUV to bottom and led to temporary loss of

the vehicle (red shading in Fig. 6(a)). The fault was triggered by an erro-

neous software configuration that caused the internal mass-shifter to

repeatedly overload and eventually disabled it. Unlike the 2013 inci-

dent, the LRAUV's onboard fault-detection system detected the fault

immediately and triggered the safetybehaviors at 02:46UTC.The fault

prevented the LRAUV from adjusting its trim and eventually caused it

to collide with the bottom.

The second test dataset was collected by LRAUV during a scientific

field campaign inMonterey Bay, California, between February 3 and 4,

2016. The 2016 test set did not include any failures; instead, it exposed

the classifier to a variety of control policies that were executed cor-

rectly by the LRAUV (Fig. 7(a)) and included an additional control pol-

icy, i.e., Depth-rate (magenta; Fig. 7), that was not part of the 2013

training set. The Depth-rate control policy is used to execute vertical

profiles in hover mode (i.e., using only the VBS24) and is functionally

most similar to the Depth control policy.

We extracted state-words from the 2015 and 2016 test datasets,

which included 75,920 and 146,305 observations (respectively), and

used Eq. (7) to compute KL similarities between the state-words

extracted from each observation and the topic-word distributions

Φ learned from the 2013 data. Then, we labeled each time step

according to its nearest-neighboring topic, and we validated the

classification results against the time-series of executed control

policies and the fault-record that were obtained from the vehi-

cle's log files. For comparison, we repeated the procedure with the

2013 training dataset to attain an “in-sample” classification accuracy

estimate.

Table 3 summarizes the classification accuracies obtained for the

test and training datasets using the proposed KL-based nearest-

neighbor classifier. In the first test dataset (2015), the classifier
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F IGURE 6 (a) Time series of vehicle depth (2015 dataset); line color indicates the executed control policy, and the red-shaded background indi-
cates the fault. Initially, the LRAUV correctly executed a series of vertical yo-yo dives using the pitch (blue) and float on surface (purple) control
policies. At 02:46 UTC the LRAUV detected an overload fault in its internal mass-shifter and immediately triggered the emergency safety behav-
iors (red shading). (b) Time series of vehicle depth with the control policy and fault records (line color and red shading, respectively) that were
reconstructed from the classification results

F IGURE 7 (a) Time series of vehicle depth (2016dataset); line color indicates the executed control policy. The LRAUVcorrectly executed a series
of hover dives using theDepthRate (magenta), Depth (green), and Surface (orange) control policies, followedby a series of vertical yo-yodives using
the Pitch (blue) control policy. TheDepth Rate control policy was not used in the 2013 training set. (b) Time series of vehicle depthwith the control
policy record that was reconstructed from the classification results. The deployment segments where the Depth-rate control policy was executed
were classified as amixture of Depth and Float-on-surface control policies

accurately classified the state of the AUV's health in 99.5% of obser-

vations and predicted the executed control policy correctly in 99.8%

of observations (on average). More importantly, the classifier detected

the bottoming fault with no false positives. The classifier identified

the bottoming fault at 02:48:23 UTC, 1.65 min after the LRAUV's

onboard fault-detection system identified the overload fault in the

mass-shifting system, and approximately 3.8 min before the AUV

collided with the sea floor. For reference, Figure 6 shows a com-

parison between the original 2015 test dataset [Fig. 6(a)] and

the control policy and fault records (line color and red shading,
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TABLE 3 Summary of KL nearest-neighbor classification accuracies. TPR: true positive ratio; FPR: false positive ratio

Dataset Class Accuracy (%) TPR (%) FPR (%)

Test set (2015) Health state Nominal 99.49 100.0 0.94

Fault 99.49 99.06 0.00

Control policy Surface 99.88 99.79 0.02

Depth – – –

Pitch 99.39 98.53 0.10

Float on sur. 98.99 99.04 1.02

Test set (2016) Health state Nominal 100.0 100.0 0.00

Fault – – –

Control policy Surface 99.69 52.94 0.01

Depth 93.29 100.0 9.36

Pitch 99.23 98.27 0.17

Float on sur. 94.02 93.79 5.91

Training set (2013) Health state Nominal 99.96 100.0 0.06

Fault 99.96 99.94 0.00

Control policy Surface 99.55 99.31 0.35

Depth 99.28 92.57 0.13

Pitch 99.40 98.92 0.31

Float on sur. 99.11 99.64 1.06

respectively) that were reconstructed from the classification results

[Fig. 6(b)].

In the second test set (2016), the classifier accurately classified the

state of the system's health in 100%of observations (no false positives)

and predicted the executed control policy correctly in 95.5% of obser-

vations (on average). The deployment segments where the Depth-rate

control policy was executed were classified as a mixture of the Depth

control policy (during vertical profile dives) and the Float-on-surface

control policy (when thevehiclewason the surface). Figure7 shows the

depth record of the 2016 dataset with the control policy record (line

color), which were reconstructed from the classification results along

with the original dataset.

In the training dataset (2013), the proposed classifier accurately

classified the state of the system's health in 99.96% of observations,

with no false positives, and predicted the executed control policy cor-

rectly in 99.3% of observations (on average). The classifier identi-

fied the bottoming fault at 22:24:08 UTC, nearly 51 min before the

LRAUV's onboard fault-detection system, and approximately 0.4 min

(25 s) before the AUV had bottomed.

5 DISCUSSION

We extended a BNP topic modeling framework to automatically iden-

tify and characterize AUV performance patterns directly from state-

sensor data, and we applied a KL-based nearest-neighbor classifier for

online fault detection and health monitoring of an AUV. We evaluated

the framework using datasets collected by the Tethys LRAUV in three

separate field deployments, two of which included faults that led to

temporary loss of the vehicle. We used the first dataset to train the

topic-model, and the other two to evaluate classification performance

on unseen data.

We found a strong correspondence between the topics and the con-

trol policies and fault records indicating that the method is capable of

accurately characterizing the performance patterns that correspond

to the various states of the AUV. During the training phase, the BNP

approach ensures that the model adapts automatically to the size and

complexity of the data, and the computed perplexity scores indicate

exposure to novel or anomalous information. We have found that in

combination with operator-supplied semantic labels, the topic-based

representation canbeusedas a reference for classifyingbetweennom-

inalAUVperformanceand specific faults, and that the learned informa-

tion generalizes well to new observations through the use of KL-based

similarity functions. Themethod produced a high rate of correct detec-

tion with a very low false-detection rate.

We have found that in most cases, the initial exposure of the model

to a new state triggered an abrupt increase in perplexity, which subse-

quently decreased as the model “learned” the new performance pat-

tern. In contrast, the deployment segments that included yo-yo inflec-

tions (topic 3) consistently produced high perplexity scores despite the

fact that they occurred repeatedly throughout the training set [spikes

in Figure 4(c)]. The reason for the difference is that a yo-yo inflec-

tion requires, among other things, a reversal of vehicle pitch and of

the elevator angle and of the pitch-rate; as a result, yo-yo inflections

occupy a larger chunk of state-space volume than, say, holding depth or

climbing at constant pitch, which consists of small exploration around

a steady-state, and so they take longer to learn. Figure 4(c) shows that

the yo-yo inflection perplexity does in fact trend down, suggesting that

itwill eventually vanishwithmore training examples.Wealso point out
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that this "perplexity overshoot" phenomenon is specific to the training

phases, and has little impact on the classification performance of the

system—which is, in fact, high.

We have shown that the topics learned during a training mission

provided good classification during subsequent test missions. One

interesting question this raises is whether the topics learned on one

vehicle are stable to changes in vehicle configuration or to environ-

mental variability. To address this, we trained a new topic model using

the 2015 dataset and compared the output topics to the ones learned

from the 2013 training dataset. We found that although the deploy-

ments were performed at different locations and used different vehi-

cle configurations, the topics extracted from the two sets were in fact

very similar, providing some encouraging indication of robustness. This

similarity also suggests that a scheme using historically learned topics

as the starting point of a large-disturbance learningprocedure couldbe

effective.

The ability of the framework to learn the performance patterns

using a single training set is particularly relevant forAUVs,whereunan-

ticipated faults slowly emerge over time and where the availability of

labeled training data is limited. The framework's ability to learn new

fault-models based on a small number of examples could conceivably

enable the developers to maximize the information gain from rare

events. The topic-based representation also offers an efficient way to

add new information to the AUV's systemwithout increasing the com-

plexity of the autonomy software.

Themodel identifies fault states, rather thandeterminingwhich spe-

cific subsystem is subject to failure. This typeof situational diagnostic is

particularly useful for unanticipated fault detection, as was the case in

the 2013 bottoming incident where a failure of the mass-shifter went

undetectedby theonboard fault-detection system, butwaseasily iden-

tified in postprocessing by the proposed technique. If this fault infor-

mation had been available to the vehicle, bottom impact could have

been prevented by shutting off the thruster and inflating the variable

buoyancy system.

6 CONCLUSION

We applied the proposed framework to characterize the performance

patterns of an AUV and to detect and diagnose faults. We trained

the topic model and evaluated the classification performance using

datasets collected in three separate field deployments.

Our results demonstrate that the framework was able to automat-

ically characterize patterns that relate to vertical plane performance

of the AUV, and to classify faults with a high probability of detection

and a low false-detection rate. A key feature of the framework is that it

does not rely on expert knowledge, but instead learns the relationship

between the executed control policy and the vehicle's performance

directly from the data. Although it was demonstrated by anAUV in this

paper, the framework is applicable to any autonomous vehicle.

Our ongoing efforts are to compare the performance of the pro-

posed framework to other existing methods. We are interested in the

development of a health monitoring architecture that is capable of

learning performance topicmodels online and that leverages the topic-

based representation of the system's state to inform autonomous

replanning and automatic selection of mitigation actions in response

to failures.
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ENDNOTES
1We define a fault as a deviation from expected behavior.

2 Here “nonparametric” implies that the number of classes is open-ended.

3 In this work, we use equal-width-binning; however, any binning approach

is valid.

4 A label k is active if there is at least one observation assigned to it.
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